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Certain hour for us all… The Corona Lantern released a macabre
album filled with urgent atmosphere
The new full-length album Certa Omnibus Hora by The Corona Lantern is out. And as both
its title and its demonic cover art forbode, it is again a depressive matter that will please
all fans of doom metal and of other dark metal subgenres.
The album was released by the Prague-based label MetalGate, which thus welcomed
another somber act into its fold. The recording took place in The Barn studio under the
producer supervision of Dan Friml, and since it was done using solely analogue means, the
six songs that compose the album present The Corona Lantern in its most authentic form.
That means no triggers on drums, no samples, no effects that metal bands tend to
frequently go for these days. The outcome is raw and certainly attractive for those who
fancy music riddled with rot and anxiety.
In exactly the same vein goes the album art, authored by band vocalist Daniela Dahlien
Neumanová. “The front and all the subsequent photos used in the booklet were shot using
the old Flexaret reflex camera. They were thus captured on roll film. The site was the Church
of the Holy Spirit in Liběchov,” says Dahlien, whose visuals brilliantly hand in hand with the
mood of the music.
While the debut was a sludge-doom affair, the new full-length sees the band on a different
journey that runs also through other metal vistas. Compared to Consuming the Tempest,
Certa Omnibus Hora is more diverse and grander, which however does not mean that it lost
its desolate and harrowing atmosphere. Quite the contrary, as all fans could see and hear for
themselves in the recently released music video for the epic single Through This Swamp Of
Oblivion.
Album tracklist: As Wide Eyes Travel / Through This Swamp of Oblivion / Up the Last Hill /
Hours Between Heartbeats / Make Me Forget / The Truth and Its Will
CD version of Certa Omnibus Hora can be ordered on www.metalgate-eshop.com. Full
album stream available here: https://youtu.be/zIsBiXrGQI8
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